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2. Self-centred thoughts:
A thought aimed at some other man flies like a
missile towards him, but if it be connected with the
thinker himself, it remains floating near its creator, ready
to react upon him and to stir in his mind the same
thought once more whenever he is for a moment in a
passive condition. The majority of thoughts and feelings
of an ordinary man are self-centred, and so their forms
remain clustering round him.  Usually each definite-
thought creates a new thougth-form; but if a thought-
form of the same nature is already hovering round
the thinker, under certain circumstances, a new thought
on the same subject, instead of creating a new form,,
coalesces with and strengthens the old one, so that by long
brooding over the same subject a man may sometimes-
create a thought-form of tremendous power. Thus every
man has built for himself a shell of thought-forms, veri-
table garments, both of feelings and of thoughts, and the
man travels through space always surrounded by a host of
such forms and enclosed within a cage of his own building.
So long as his mind is occupied with other thoughts, these
forms hover round him and bide their time; but when the
train of his thoughts is exhausted or his mind lies fallow
or passive, he being the nearest to those forms is reacted'
upon by them at the first opportunity, and, feeling the
pressure of his evil thoughts as of a suggestion from out-
side, believes himself to be tempted by the devil. Thus a
man habitually thinking of dishonesty or coveting another's.
goods may commit theft in a weak moment.
On the contrary, a man with habitual thoughts of
purity may, by the pressure of his thought-forms, be able
to do good things which, being much above his normal
power, seem to him to have been done with the help o£

